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![Interval Scheduling Diagram]

The diagram represents intervals scheduled in time. Each interval is color-coded and labeled with letters for easy identification. The intervals are positioned along a timeline from 0 to 11.

The intervals are as follows:
- B: Starts at 1, ends at 4
- C: Starts at 2, ends at 5
- A: Starts at 0, ends at 6
- E: Starts at 4, ends at 7
- D: Starts at 5, ends at 9
- F: Starts at 7, ends at 9
- G: Starts at 8, ends at 11
- H: Starts at 9, ends at 11

These intervals demonstrate the concept of interval scheduling, where the goal is to schedule non-overlapping intervals to maximize efficiency.
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Diagram showing intervals A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H on a timeline from 0 to 11.
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